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SANS SOUCI

Our Selling Guide 

Market Appraisals 

Our Sales Agents carry out many market opinions and appraisals each week, 
confidently allowing them to know how much properties are worth in our local area 
and beyond. Our market appraisals are always FREE and as a result our office 
confidently achieves its target price for each property they sell.

Select an Agent 

Choose an agent that suits your marketing needs, your standards, and their 
capability of working with you. It is your decision whether it is a private treaty sale or 
auction that will suit your properties needs.

Conveyancers/ Solicitors 

Contracts must be drawn up once you have decided to sell. This will ensure the 
agent of your choice is able to provide you with the best results possible without any 
interruptions. Ray White can recommend conveyancers or solicitors for you.

Marketing

To ensure all possible potential buyers are targeted, Ray White advertises on the 
internet, in the local newspaper, including exposure to the Chinese Weekly, 
magazines such as the Domain and additional marketing within our office

(Window displays)/ Internal databases. Exposure to a maximum source of media is 
essential in marketing your property.

Open Inspections

At Ray White, our agents generally hold open inspections on a Saturday. This allows 
any potential buyers/investors that work through the week to have the opportunity to 
view your property. Our Agents will also make as much time through the week to 
show your property by appointment and even set times that are scheduled with you 
to ensure maximum exposure to buyers.
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Presentation of your property

First impressions always count. Any parts of your home that you think you need 
amending should be done immediately as it is a critical point to securing a successful 
sale. Decluttering and fresh paint can be the simple difference between achieving 
your wanted price.

At Ray White we will be happy to give you any necessary pointers to allow you to 
present your home as best you can. Once the agent feels as though the property is 
presented to its full potential, professional photos will be taken and used for 
advertising purposes, along with a detailed description highlighting the features of 
the property.

Offers or Auction Bids

Once a purchase price has been negotiated and agreed on, the appropriate contract 
documents will be signed, a deposit paid and solicitors/ conveyancers notified.

Legal Steps

Once contracts and documents have all been signed, conveyancers/solicitors will 
exchange these documents and carry out the necessary legal requirements and 
checks needed to approve the sale.

Settlement 

Upon the buyer transferring the balance of monies to the seller, the stage of 
settlement is complete.

Once all necessary monies are paid, the keys will be released to the new owners 
and you can move happily onto the next stage of your life.


